1. In 1964, C. T. C. Wall introduced a new species of torsion [ll] , [12] . It is an invariant of ordinary homotopy type, defined for any path connected Hausdorff space X that is a retract-up-to-homotopy of a finite complex. For example, X can be a compact ANR (cf. [l, p. 106] ). This torsion, denoted cr(X), lies in KoZ [wiX] , the projective class group 2 of the integral group-ring of 7Ti(X). Its vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition that X have the homotopy type of a finite complex. Now it has been conjectured by Borsuk since 1954 [16, p. 203] , [l, p. 218 ] that every compact ANR X has the homotopy type of a finite complex, Le. has <r(X)-Q. For a compact topological manifold X this conjecture is of particular interest» because if cr(X)9 £ Q 9 X can certainly not be triangulated by a finite complex as the long-standing * triangulation conjecture' asserts.
Let X be a connected compact topological manifold possibly with boundary. Let L -LxUL^ be a connected simplicial (or CW-) complex expressed as the union of two subcomplexes, 8 The starting point for Theorem I was a basic observation 5 of A. Casson who communicated to me the Hsiang-Farrell examples of hcobordisms that are not topologically a product [14] . Casson pointed out that numerous simpler examples exist as follows: Let there be given a closed connected smooth manifold V n of dimension n ^ 6 and a splitting V=Xi\JX 2 of F into two smooth compact w-submanifolds intersecting in a common boundary bXi = bX 2~X0 now shows that r(c) = 0, since r(ci), rfa) (being in zero groups !) are both zero. The author is much indebted to A. Casson for passing on the above observation and also for helpful conversations about this work.
The steps in proving Theorem I are as follows:
(1) By geometric manipulations reduce I to a parallel assertion I' concerning the invariant of a 'pseudo-product* (defined precisely in §2-A), which happens to be homeomorphic to the product of a compact PL manifold with the line.
(2) Prove I' by splitting the pseudo-product much in the way Casson's observation suggests. Infinite surgery is involved here-the worst of which is evaded by the device of 'gluing* explained in [ 1 , then by [5] the product structure can be extended over M if and only if o-(€+) = 0. The obstruction <r(e+) comes from Wall's obstruction to finiteness <r(V) for any closed neighborhood V of € + that is a smooth submanifold (with boundary). 7 The geometric characterization of pseudo-products mentioned first, exists because by a product theorem for Wall's obstruc-6 <r(«_) would be ( -l) w+1 <r(e+)* for an involution* of ËQZ[WIM] determined by the Stief el-Whitney class wi(M).
7 V must also be disjoint from some neighborhood of e_. (ii) If M' is M with a new smooth or PL structure, then <r(e+) = cr(€ + ).
tion a(e+XS)=x(S)j *a(€+)EK 0 Z[wi(MXS)] t where x(S) is the
Euler characteristic and j is inclusion
In other words o-(e+) is a topological invariant.
Part (i) is remarkable, because, if n^6 (or wê5 and bM=0) f M can be smoothly isotoped into any prescribed neighborhood of €+ through embeddings into M that all fix a smaller ( = more remote) neighborhood of c+ [ó] . To illuminate (ii) we remark that while <r(e+) is obviously a diffeomorphism invariant, it is not a homotopy or even a proper homotopy invariant. It is best regarded as an invariant of infinite simple homotopy type. I shall discuss this notion elsewhere in connection with an extension of the s-cobordism theorem to noncompact manifolds-cf. [7] .
The foregoing can easily be formulated for the tame ends of [S] rather than for pseudo-products. The basic fact is that every smooth tame end has a neighborhood that is a pseudo-product, and any two such are diffeomorphic fixing a smaller neighborhood [6] . The present formulation is designed to emphasize parallelism with the theory of &-cobordisms.
(B) Distinguishing knots. J. Sondow [15] for a fixed knot 5Co = =(5 n , Kl~2). In case 3C 0 is a repeatedly S-twist-spun trefoil [13] and n is odd âS, he found an infinite sequence 3Ci, %, 3C 3 For another example we begin with a knot in S 3 whose 2-fold cyclic branched covering space in a lens space [3, Satz 6 ] with fundamental group cyclic of prime order 229. Let the knot (5 n , K%~2), n odd è S, be obtained by repeatedly 2-twist-spinning the above knot. Then by [13] 
